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M.Com. DEGRET) (C.S.S.) EXAMINATION' FEBRUARY 2OL4

First Semester

Faculty of Commerce

PM 01 CO2-PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

(20L2 Admission onwards)

Time : Three Hours Maximum Weight : 30

Section A

Answer any five questions.
Each question carrtes a weight of l.

Each answer not to exceed one Page.

1. Explain decision theory school of management thought

2. What is MBE ?

3. Explain matrix organisation.
I4. Describe qualrty circle.

5. What is six sigma

6. Define delegation of authority.

7" Explain spah ofcontrol.

8. What is organisational diagnosis ?

(5x1=5)

Section B

v -' Answer anY five questions'
Each question carries a weight of 2.

Each answer not to exceed t'wo Pages

9. Explain the steps in planning.

10. Describe forecasting techniques.

11. Define MDP. Explain its stePs.

L2. Discuss the new strategies for managing inter group performance.

13. Describe the needs for change.

L4. Explain the models of OB.

a
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15: State the barriers to effective delegation.
16" Describe the coneepts of OB.

Section C

L7. Define uunagement. Dis its functions.
18. Describe the social responsibilities of business.
19. Define OD. Explain its interventional techniques.
20. Discuss Hawthrone Experiments.
21. Describe the stages 9f group development.
22. Define conflibt. Explain types of conflicts.
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M.Com. DEGREE (C.S.S.) EXAIIIINATION, FEBRUARY ZOt4
First Semester

Faculty of Commerce

FMO IC O3_FINANCIAL MANAGEMEI{T PRINCIPLES
(20L2 Admission onwards)

Time : Three Hours Maximum Weight : 30

Section A

Answer any five questions.
. i: Each guestinn carries I weight.
\/ 1. Explain financial goals.

2. What is trading on equity ?

3. Explainoptimumcapitalstructure. 
)4. What is financial forecasting ? State its merits.

*-* '' cost of retained earnings.

6. Define capital budgeting. State its features.

7. Explain financial leverage.

8. Explain the concept of time value of money.

(5x1=5)
Seetion B

-.-/ Answer any frve qucstbns.
Each questinn catics 2 weight.

9' Define financial planning. State its significance for the success of a company.

10' 'The wealth maximisation objective provides an ope-rationally appropriate decision criteria,.
Comment.

11. Explain pattern of capital structure.

12, How is cost of debt calculated ?

13. State the causes for under capitalisation.
' 14. State the functions of a financial manager.
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lb. A Company has paid a dividend of Rs. 3 per share for last 20 years and it is expected to continue

so in the future. The Company's share was sold for Rs. 33 20 years ago, and its market price is also

Rs" 33. What is the cost of the share ?

16. The expected earnings of firms A and B are Rs. 1,20,000 with a standard deviation of Rs. 30,000.

Firm A is non-levered. Firm B is levered and has to pay urnnual interest charges of Rs' 30,000"

Which frrm is more riskY ? WhY ?
(5x2=10)

Section C

Answer anY thtee questions-

Each question carries 5 weight'

L7. Describe the theories of capital structure.

18. Explain traditional methods of capital budgeting. :-

19. Explain the techniques of risk analysis.

20. A Company is considering to distribute additional Rs. 80,000 to its opdinary shareholders. The

shareholders are expected to earn LSVo on their investment. They are i{30%o tu and incur an

average brokerage fee of TVo on the reinvestment of dividend received.-The firm can earn a return

of L2Vo on the retained earnings. Should the company distribute or retain Rs. 80,000 ?

2L. A new Company proposes to invest Rs. 10,00,000 in Assets and will maintain its capital structure

at book value. It is expected to earn a net operating income of Rs. 1,60,000. The Company wants to

have an optimum mix of debt and equity. The cost of debt and the equity capitalisation rate at

different debt equity ratio are as follows :

Debt-Equity Ratio Cost of Debt Equity-capltalisation

Rnte

0.125

0.180

0.136

0.143

0.160

0.180

0.200

(a) What is the optimum capital structure for this company ?

(b) If the M-M. hypothesis is valid, what should be the equity capitalisation rate at different

debt equity ratios ?

10

20

30

40

50

60

90 0.05

80 0.05

70 0.06

60 0.07

50 0.08

40 0.10
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22. Consider the following projects i 
",sh Flows (Rs.)

Project Co Cl Cz C3 C4

A -1000 +600 +200 +200 +1000

B ... -1000 +200 +200 +600 +1O00 
.

C -300 +100 +100 +100 +600

D -300 0 0 +800 +600

(a) Calculate the payback period for each project.

_ 
ft) If the standard payback period is 2 years, which project will you select ? Will your answer

be different, ifthe standard payback is B years ?

(c) If the cost of capital is L}Vo, compute the discounted payback for each project. Which
Project will you recommend, if the standard payback is (i) 2 years and (ii) B years ?

t 
(Bx5=lb) 

l

-6.*>-11 
:*$*--?4+z-.*t=: +.
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M.Com. DEGREE (C.S.S.) EXAMINATION, FEBRUARY ZOt4

First Semester

Faculty of Commerce

QTO l COs_QUANTITATTVE TE CHNIQUB S

(2OL2 Admission onwards)

Section A

Answer any frve questions.

Each answer not to erceed a page.
Each questi.on canics I weight.

Maximum Weight : 30

1. What is Mann Whitney U Test ?

2. What is significance of SQC in business ?

3. Distinguish between Binomial and Poisson Distribution.

4. State the properties of Standard Normal Curve.

5. What do you mean by statistic avJ pararreter ?

6. What is the siguificance ofYule's co-efficient of association ?

7. Differentiate between point and interval estimate.

8. What is Z transformation ?

(5x1=5)

Section B

AnsuJer any five qucstinns.

Each answer not to erneed two pages
Each qucstbn carries 2 weight.

9. For a random sample of 100 workers in a plant employing 1200, seventy prefer providing for their
own retirement benefits over belonging to a company sponsored plan. Find the gSVo confidence
interval for the proportion of all the workers in the plant who prefer their own retirement plans.

10. What are the different control charts for attributes ?

I
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11. A.television serial producing company analysed the viewership of various channels and concluded

that the viewership for a serial was 557o. A rating company conducted a survey of 600 people in
metros and fiiund that the viewership for the same serialwas 4AVo. The manager of the company

is confused and wants to know who is correct. Let the significance levei be 0.05.

L2. In a sample of 8 observations, the sum of squared deviations of items from the mean was 94.5. In
other sample of 10 abservations the value was found to be 101.7. test whether the difference is

significant at \Vo level.

13. Expiain the use of ANOVA in business research. Differentiate between ,one way and two way

ANOVA.

11. Suppoee that 50% of the 6O plents in region I abide by the antipilution rtandards but only 10% af uz-
the 40 plants in region II do so. Is the percentage of plants abiding by the anti pollution stendards

significantly greater in region I as opposed to region II at the level of 57o significance?

15. Describe the various appiications of t test.

16. Findthe probability that the mean of a random sample of 25 elements from an normally distributed

population with a mean 90 and standard deviation 60 is larger than 100.

) (bx2=10)

Section C

'\nswer any three questions.

Eo,ch answer not to exceed 5 pages.

Ea,ch qucstipn carries 5 weight. :

17. Describe sampling distribution and also explain the tests of significance for attributes..

18. An intelligence test on two groups of boyc and girls give the following results vl=
Mean S.D. N

. Girls 75 15 150

Boys 70 20 250

Is there a significant rliffercnce in the mean scores obtained by boys and girls? Test at 5% level of
significance

19. Construct a mean chart and a range chart using the following data relating to 12 batches of 1000

t5rres, which has been tested 5 tyres at a time.

tsatch:l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 L2

X : 50.5 49.7 50.0 50.7 50.7 50.6 49.8 51.1 50.2 50.4 50.6 50.7

R : 1.1 1.6 1.8 0.1 0.9 2.L 0.3 0.8 2.3 1.3 2.0 2.1
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20. A group of clinical physicians is performing test to determinb the effectiveness of a new drug. A'

the 0.05level of significance, determin'e whether the new drug is significantly more effective thar,

the older drugs.

Group Proportion that Number of
Improved Patients

Tleatment 0.45 L20

Control 0.36 150

2L. Describe in what ell ways quantitative tethniques can be applied in the fields ofbrisiness, industry

rnd menagement in the urodern world.

\'- 22. Ihe number of heert rttacks suffered by males and females ofvarious age groups in a city is given

below. Test at the 1% level of significance the hypothesis that age and sex are independent in the

occurrence of heart attacks'

Age Group MaIe Female Total

<30 10 10 20

30-60 50 30 80 |

> 60 30 20 50]

90 60 150

(3x5=15)
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Section A

Answer any frve questions.
Each question canies I weight.

1. What is Basic Research ?

2.. Define Research Design.'

3. What is Sampling error ?

4. Define Clinical Interview. ,5. Define hypothesis.

6. What is Census ?

7. Define cross tabulation.

8. What is reference ?

" ,-(5x1=5)
Section B

Answer any fiue questions.

9' Explain dependent and independent variables.
10. State the essentials ofa good questionnaire.
11. Describe the sources of case study.
L2. Explain citing reference using rA,pA style.
13. Explain the requisites of a Research problem.
14. Explain the types of Research design.

15. What is meant by testing of hypothesis ?

16. State the purposeS and need for literature survey.

(5x2=10)
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Section C

Answer any three questions.
Each question canies 5 weight.

LT " what do you mean by.formulation of hypothesis ? Explain its steps.
18. Discuss sampling techniques

19. Describe the various phases in a research process.

20' what is scaling ? Explain its essentials. AIso state the difficulties is scaling.
2L' Define primary datri. Describe various methods used for collection of primary data.
22' what is a research report ? state the requisites of a good report.
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